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Abstract It is a common belief that the shift to digital imag-
ing some 20 years ago helped medical image exchange and
got rid of any potential image loss that was happening with
printed image films. Unfortunately, this is not the case: despite
the most recent advances in digital imaging, most hospitals
still keep losing their imaging data, with these losses going
completely unnoticed. As a result, not only does image loss
affect the faith in digital imaging but it also affects patient
diagnosis and daily quality of clinical work. This paper iden-
tifies the origins of invisible image losses, provides methods
and procedures to detect image loss, and demonstrates modes
of action that can be taken to stop the problem from
happening.
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Background

One of the principal expectations of digital medicine is the
ease and reliability of digital data exchange. Before PACS and
Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM)
were introduced in the early 1990s, medical imaging was
plagued with data transfer problems: printed image films were
expensive to print, hard to move around, but fairly easy to
lose. Moreover, printed images typically existed in single
copies, so any loss would entail redoing the entire patient

exam—a high price to pay for poor image management
technology.

Digital imaging was meant to solve all of these problems at
once, making imaging data easy to copy, transmit, and display
[8, 9]. DICOM standard indeed revolutionized the entire
radiology workflow [4, 5]. However, we seem to forget that
what sounded so good in theory could run into new practical
obstacles of its own. And as we have recently discovered in
our work at Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH), the old
problem of “lost film” has not gone away, but has mutated into
a new, “digital” form. In this paper, we would like to share our
experience and approaches to identifying and eliminating
digital image losses.

Image Loss in Digital Era

Despite decades of DICOM standardization, cross-vendor
connectathons,1 and perpetual workflow tweaking [2], the
reliability of digital image transfer still cannot be taken for
granted. The digital pipes in a hospital can be leaking without
anyone even knowing the scope and consequences of these
leaks. Despite the gravity of this problem, there have been
very few publications on this subject [3, 7, 10]. This implies
that most hospitals are still completely unaware of their image
leaks [1].

Dealing with this problem on a daily basis, we made a list
of the most common image loss problems and their origins:

1. Vendor Incompatibility. Although all vendors claim
DICOM conformance, they still provide their own
implementations (and often interpretations) of how the
standard transactions should work. For example, when
PET images started disappearing in our radiology

1 http://www.ihe.net/connectathon/
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department, it took several months to realize that the
digital archive from one major vendor was redefining
data format tags (DICOM VRs) in the PET images ac-
quired with another vendor (Fig. 1). This modification
was a clear violation of DICOM, but it would result in
failures only for a particular cross-vendor, cross-product
combination. This is why it remained unnoticed for years,
with images being lost, and with us being unaware of
these losses.

2. Unsupported Options. Even when two image-
exchanging devices (such as scanner and PACS
archive) are fully DICOM-compliant, they may im-
plement different standard and non-standard options,
which may fail when mismatched. The most classic
example is the use of image compression. There are
18 flavors of JPEG compression alone in DICOM
standard, and checking “use compression” on the
sending device by no means guarantees that the
same compression algorithm will be supported by
the receiving application. In theory, when two
DICOM devices cannot agree on advanced transfer
options, they should fall back to the default, most
basic DICOM transfer syntax. In reality, the devices
may just fail and stop communicating (Fig. 2).
Avoid using any advanced options or test them
completely even if they look obvious.

3. Overload. Even the most perfect imaging pipeline has its
own bandwidth. When its limit is exceeded, image fail-
ures and losses become inevitable. The first example to
come to mind might be a bottlenecked network.
This, however, is not the only one; any hardware
or software overload might result in medical image
loss. As an example, we recently discovered that
one of our DICOM routers was failing during the
busy transmission times simply because its database
could not index more than a certain amount of
images per second. When this amount was
surpassed, the database would start skipping some

of the images. Ironically, the images were still trans-
mitted fully and correctly, but when dropped from
indexing, they would not be listed anywhere and not
included in subsequent transmission or display. In
this way, losing image records would still result in
losing the images from the diagnostic pipeline, even
if the “forgotten” image files can still be found
somewhere.

Image compression, mentioned earlier, often re-
sults in similar overload problems. Medical device
administrators tend to turn the compression on, in
hopes to reduce network traffic and storage. This
makes sense, but often only in theory. Image com-
pression algorithms require significant processing [6]
which in turn consumes time and computer re-
sources. As a result, naïve exercise of image com-
pression may slow down your image transfers, and
overload your devices, especially when you deal
with high image volumes and old computer hard-
ware (a sadly typical clinical setup). Test the com-
pression with a stopwatch to make sure it delivers
what is expected, and disable it if it does not.

Note that overload problems usually happen out-
side the realm of standardized image transactions:
DICOM does not manage your resources’ utiliza-
tion. As a result, DICOM image transfer may com-
plete without any errors (such as in our indexing
example above) and may not signal any problems.2

Yet, the system will fail right after, without any
notification of the failure.

4. Collateral Image Loss. Collateral loss is the most
difficult and the most random case. The images
are lost due to some other (often completely unre-
lated) problems. What may come to mind are

Fig. 1 Example of original
DICOM data formats (top VR
values in each line) being
replaced by different (bottom
values in each line) in cross-
vendor communications. VRs are
responsible for correct DICOM
data processing, and their
modification can easily make this
data unreadable. The screenshot
was provided by the vendor of the
workstation, where the corrupted
images were failing

2 This also explains why more detailed DICOM protocols, such as
Storage Commitment, may not be able to catch all image leaks.
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blackouts and server failures, but in reality, collat-
eral image loss may also occur under less dramatic
circumstances and much more frequently. A good
example would be the PET vendor-incompatibility
problem described earlier. When we were looking
for the causes of that failure, we discovered that the
failure would occur only for specific studies, when
DICOM VRs from the original vendor were
corrupted by the other vendor device. But despite
this clear failure pattern, each attempt to re-transmit
the same case was resulting in a different number of
failed images. Moreover, even the images with non-
corrupted tags were failing in some instances and
transmitting fine in the others.

This was a really puzzling case, and only the
analysis of the vendor log files helped to explain
what was going on. It turned out that when the
receiving workstation was failing on a corrupted
image, it would abort all other concurrent image
transfers (Fig. 2, second box). Thus, in our case, a
single corrupted image would randomly abort 40–50
perfectly normal images, being received at the same
instant. Due to this domino effect, there was loss of
much more data than was originally corrupted. You
may have significant collateral image losses on a
daily basis, with no red flags raised, and with
completely random patterns.

These four types of digital image losses could be
very persistent and substantial and must not be
ignored. Moreover, in most cases, these losses occur
well before the images reach the radiologists, mean-
ing that diagnostic information is lost and patients’
lives are put at risk. In most cases, these losses
happen in the background, without alerting the
users. Finally, in most cases, the users (radiologists
included) do not even expect anything to get lost—
we all thought we had solved this problem with
PACS a long time ago, had we not?

Unfortunately, the problem is still there, and this

teaches us an important lesson: what was once per-
ceived as a pure “uptime,” “six sigma” data flow
could in fact be interleaved with frequent and hid-
den downtime incidents. Therefore, the only way to
fight image loss is to become aware of it, to iden-
tify and eliminate its origins and to design “loss-
resistant” processes.

Detecting Image Loss

In order to identify and locate the image loss problem, we
developed a few different tactics for checking image counts on
the sending and receiving devices:

Method 1 Site visits. We visited a particular scanner within
the hospital and recorded patient name, study
date, accession number, series names, and total
image count within each series. About 1 week’s
worth of this information was collected from the
scanner and then was compared to informa-
tion in PACS.

A spreadsheet was made for each scanner
and it logged total image count on the send-
ing device (such as a scanner) and total
image count on the receiving device (such
as PACS, Table 1.) Whenever there was a
discrepancy in these two numbers, we inves-
tigated the case further to identify the cause

Table 1 Sample spreadsheet to identify image losses

Accession
no.

Scanner image
count

PACS image
count

Affected
series

12345678 100 100 None

99999999 1000 999 Series X (p1)

Fig. 2 Radiology workstation
log file fragment: example of
image decompression process,
quietly failing in the background.
As a result, the workstation aborts
all other ongoing image transfers
(“associations”), leading to even
more substantial data loss. No
alerts are shown to the users
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for the differing numbers. The column enti-
tled “Affected Series” is where we recorded
any series that were partially or completely
not sent to PACS. The notation “p1” means
that “Series X” was a partially sent series
and one image is missing on the receiving
device.

Detailed recording of patient cases caused
lengthy visits to the scanners. Method 1 also
required much coordination with the technol-
ogists; finding a time when workflow would
not be interrupted was not easy. Thus, gath-
ering the amount of data we needed from
each patient file was a challenging task. Af-
ter using this method for a couple days, we
realized how inefficient it was and decided
to change our procedure.

Method 2 DICOM Query. We decided to identify any
and all scanners that could be connected to
remotely via DICOM Query so that physical
visits to the scanners were minimized
(Fig. 3). Remote connection allowed for eas-
ier and faster comparisons between scanner
and PACS information. The same spread-
sheets from method 1 were used, but with
method 2, they were completed much more

efficiently; we were able to crosscheck series
names and images counts at the same com-
puter. Moreover, connecting to scanners re-
motely does not interrupt the workflow and
is therefore the most efficient way to collect
sending device information.

Scanners that could not be connected to
remotely were visited physically. Instead of
using method 1 procedures to collect case
information, we decided to simplify the pro-
cess (Fig. 3). This time, every piece of in-
formation in a case was not recorded; in-
stead, only case accession numbers were
recorded. We then took these accession num-
bers and searched them in PACS, printing
out a list of their series names and image
counts. We took these printouts back to the
scanners to do the crosscheck between the
scanner image counts and PACS image
counts. While this method requires two trips
to a scanner, the total time spent at the
scanner was greatly minimized compared to
method 1. More importantly, workflow was
not interrupted; it was easier to coordinate
short blocks of time with the technologists
as opposed to one long block of time.

Fig. 3 Procedures to take when
gathering information from the
sending device
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Results

After following these methods for many weeks, we observed
three recurring themes:

Theme 1 Complete Series Missing. Sometimes series (in
their entirety) are not found on the receiving de-
vice. Most frequently, these “losses” are benign:
some series are often purposefully excluded from
sending (errors/artifacts, localizers, thin slices). It
is important to speak with the technologists to
understand which types of series are never sent
so that these “series drops” are expected. For
example, in Fig. 4, the series “SAG ABP” was
present on the scanner but was not present in
PACS.

Certain series, such as “PhoenixZIPReport,”
were never sent to PACS due to vendor incompat-
ibility (lack of DICOM SR support, Fig. 5). Many
times the total image count on the two devices
would only differ by the number of images in a
series that is not compatible with the receiving
device. Although these instances were not detri-
mental for our workflow, we documented all of
them to address separately, as data transfer
policies.

Theme 2 Added Series on the Receiving Device. Similarly,
new series (not present on the sending device) may
be found on the receiving device: post-processed

3D reconstructions being the most obvious exam-
ple (Fig. 6). This type of occurrence explains how
the receiving device can sometimes have a higher
image count than the sending device.

Theme 3 Partial loss. Finally, we ran into the case where
series are only partially sent to PACS [7, 10]. For
example, a series on the sending device would
have a total image count of 50 images, but only
49 of these 50 images were found on the receiving
device. Technologists confirmed that while they
may intentionally drop an entire series, they would
never remove a subset; either a series is sent in its
entirety or it is not sent at all. Thus, it was a partial
transfer pattern that flagged non-planned, genuine
image failures. Figure 7 illustrates this pattern in
our audit: the series “AAScout” had 257 images
on the sending device, but only 256 images were
on the receiving device. Since the images were
disappearing randomly and at random locations,
partial losses are virtually impossible to detect on
the receiving end; only the comparison with the
sending device image counts would make these
losses visible.

As a result, the partial loss pattern was deemed
the most dangerous and the most characteristic for
all types of technology-driven failures described
earlier. It has therefore become the center of our
attention (Table 1, bottom line). To investigate
these losses at our facility, we conducted a 2-

Fig. 4 Example of the sending
device (scanner) dropping an
entire series when sent to the
receiving device (PACS)

Fig. 5 Example of series not sent to receiving device due to vendor incompatibility
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month image count audit, using our CT and MRI
scanners. The losses we identified lead us to a few
DICOM routers, failing at peak times (overload
scenario discussed earlier). Our PACS team had to
work with the router vendor to pinpoint the prob-
lem and to deploy a fix. Rechecking image counts
after the fix was installed confirmed that all partial
losses were eliminated.

Discussion

Our “image leaks” audit described above took two full
months. All image count comparisons during this time
were done in collaboration with modality technologists
and managers to investigate all cases with confirmed
image count discrepancies. Any cases that needed ele-
vated attention and action, such as partial losses, were

Fig. 6 Example of added series in PACS

Fig. 7 Example of a partial image loss
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highlighted in red for easy identification (Table 1,
bottom row).

Although this effort did take a considerable amount of time,
it was definitely worth doing:

& We did identify a number of hidden image leaks due to
faulty router software, vendor incompatibilities, and uses

of poorly supported options (such as compression, leading
to collateral image leaks). The scope and variety of these
problems came as a total surprise to most of us—we all
used to put more trust into “digital” than we should have.
But once the issues were identified, they were promptly
addressed and eliminated. Solid, reliable, and loss-proof
image flow was the main outcome of our project.

Fig. 8 Lost image audit chart
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& In a similar way, we identified and documented a
multitude of intentionally avoided image transmis-
sion, done for diverse reasons, and often in rather
inconsistent ways. This resulted in new discussions
and policies on what data should and should not be
sent, how canceled series should be identified, and
how they should be labeled.

& We enhanced our imaging routers with additional count-
checking logic, to automatically detect any partial series
transfers and to alarm the users. Manual image audits are
too laborious to be run all the time. Modern imaging
systems should be able to monitor their data integrity
automatically, alerting the users of any problems in
real time.

& We reported a number of cross-compatibility problems to
DICOM vendors. The fact that many popular DICOM
vendors still cannot get 100 % compatible image transfers
raises the concern that too many hospitals have invisibly
leaking cross-vendor imaging.

Our leak-auditing experience is summarized in Fig. 8, and
we strongly recommend this approach to all hospitals and
digital imaging facilities. Taking these appropriate measures
will not only shed light on the fact that there is a problem
occurring but it will also lead you towards a solution.

Finally, our main recommendation to all the hospitals
would be to not assume that “digital” or “modern” means
“error-free.” Error-resistance should not be assumed—it
should be built into your practices and into your devices. Lost
images are a serious matter and need to be handled profes-
sionally and systematically.

Conclusions

It is clear that the migration from film to digital imaging has
not completely terminated image loss issues. Imaging devices
need to be checked to identify any image loss problems
happening under the surface. Hospitals that have evidence of

an image loss problem need to identify the source of the
problem so that a fix can be implemented as quickly as
possible. Despite any fixes that are installed to remedy the
problem, devices should still be checked every 6 months or
after any major upgrade to ensure that nothing is going awry.
Lost images can affect patient diagnoses and it is critical to
stop this problem from happening.

It is also worthwhile to solidify all image transfer policies
to ensure their consistency. Images should not just be removed
intentionally or not; there should be a set of well-defined rules
to control image transactions and to ensure data integrity.
Without any doubt, medical image loss should not be taken
lightly.
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